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Agenda

RISE with SAP leveraging SAP Business AI

Infusing SAP Business AI in context SAP Portfolio 

SAP Business AI1

2

3

4 Understanding the partner play
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The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the 
permission of SAP. Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject
to your license agreement or any other service or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to
pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or any related document, or to develop or release
any functionality mentioned therein.

This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and
or platforms directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any 
reason without notice. The information in this presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to 
deliver any material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided without a warranty of any kind, either 
express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular 
purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a 
contract. SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were 
caused by SAP’s intentional or gross negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to
differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking 
statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

Disclaimer
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AI accelerates achieving business goals

© 2024 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 4

Customer 
experience

More customers 
expect exceptional & 
personalized 
customer experiences

Technology 
advancements

Operational 
efficiency

Competitive 
pressure

Keep pace with
new technologies

Refine processes,
increase efficiency,
reduce costs and 
improve productivity

Stay ahead of 
competition and 
grow market position

Transformation Drivers

Fast-changing business environments drive the need for greater agility and 

innovation
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AI represents a huge value creation potential across industries, many 

organizations are actively looking into expanding their adoption

Source: McKinsey, State of AI in 2023, 1,684 participants globally 

Existing productivity value from 

previous generation of AI and 

analytics 

Generative AI could add

$2.6 to $4.4 trillion
incremental value annually 

to the global Economy

Widespread adoption, despite early days

33%
companies globally are using gen AI 
regularly in at least one business 
function

organizations with AI adoption 
are using gen AI60%

organizations will increase their 
investment in AI overall because of 
advances in gen AI

40%
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SAP Portfolio
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Where do we stand at SAP today?
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$6.1B in annual total 

R&D investment

3 direct investments in 

Generative AI leaders

SAP is committed to AI as a pillar for future innovation

>$1B investment via 

venture capital

“24,000+
customers
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Our business AI is embedded across the portfolio

Relevant   |   Reliable   |   Responsible

AI ecosystem partnerships and investments

Cloud ERP
Human capital

management

Spend management 

& business network

Customer relationship

management

Business Technology

Platform

Supply chain 

management



SAP seamlessly integrates AI into SAP Cloud ERP 
business processes with adherence to highest 
ethical and regulatory standards

SAP handles the ideation-to-adoption process, minimizing 
the need for investments to maintain resources and skills

SAP helps enhance data quality and ease of
access, leading to reliable, unbiased outcomes

SAP drives continuous innovation leading to short
time-to-value, cost savings and measurable business outcomes

Technology

Skills

Data

Business
““With SAP’s rich history and business 

process expertise, it is uniquely positioned 

to deliver AI that helps customers better 

leverage data to achieve measurable 

business outcomes.”

”

- Ritu Jyoti, IDC, Group Vice President,

Worldwide Artificial Intelligence and Automation

Research Practice Global AI Research Lead

Deliver and scale world-class AI for your business 
without the costly build and infrastructure maintenance

11© 2024 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 
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Drive business growth and foster innovation with a cloud 
ERP powered by AI

Accelerate processes

and optimize decisions

AI-powered processes and data-driven 

insights and recommendations to 

make faster, safer decisions

Multiply productivity

and increase efficiency

Transform work through automation 

and simplified user experiences to 

drive business outcomes

Business People
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AI helps your...

People

Empower end users 
to eliminate redundant tasks 

and increase efficiency

Uncover insights 
that would otherwise be challenging

or time-consuming to discover

Interact with your business
using natural language for informational, 

navigational and transactional assistance

Business

Drive operational excellence
by optimizing manufacturing and asset 
performance and elevating product quality

Reinvent customer service
with personalized experiences that address customer 
needs quickly

Boost finance excellence
with AI that helps optimize working capital and 
closing functions

Advance intelligent order fulfillment
by streamlining and automating
the order fulfillment process
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Go Beyond with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Generative AI (Gen AI) with RISE
Built to create measurable results in every part of your business

Amplify productivity through AI-

augmented user experiences

Manage risk through responsible, AI-

enhanced decision making

Accelerate business processes 

through context aware AI
“With SAP’s rich history and business 

process expertise, it is uniquely 

positioned to deliver AI that helps 

customers better leverage data

to achieve measurable business 

outcomes.”

Ritu Jyoti, IDC, Group Vice President,

Worldwide Artificial Intelligence and 

Automation Research Practice Global AI 

Research Lead

Roadmap – subject to change

And more…

(Planned)

AI innovations Intelligent Invoice 

Matching

Transportation

Management*

Digital 

Assistant*

Process Recommender

for SAP S/4HANA

Communication

Intelligence*
*Planned innovations
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Joule, the copilot that 

revolutionizes 

how you interact with SAP 

business systems including

SAP S/4HANA making every 

touchpoint count and every 

task simpler.

Introducing Joule, the AI copilot that truly understands your business.

Roadmap – subject to change
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Full transparency and control over 

your data through a central dashboard

Anonymized customer data combines 

accuracy with uncompromised security

Security and data privacy at the core of our 

systems and processes from the beginning 

Legal framework 

for data sharing

Data

encryption

Security

audits

SAP for me

dashboard

And more...

Data

anonymization

Adherence to

global standard

Adherence to

privacy regulations

© 2024 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 17

AI built on leading ethics and privacy standards
From trust to trustworthiness
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Generative AI at SAP

Architecture overview
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▪ Procure best-of-breed 

AI solutions from SAP’s 

ecosystem

Ecosystem AI 

SAP Store

BTP AI Services

BTP Cloud Platform Enterprise Agreement

Basic AI

Included in SAP Cloud Applications

Premium AI

RISE Premium 

Plus

AI Unit 

Add-on
& / Or

▪ Build custom AI solutions 

and integrate them to your 

SAP landscape

▪ Access AI capabilities 

as part of your existing

SAP Cloud applications

▪ Unlock premium AI capabilities 

applicable to your preferred 

scenarios across your SAP 

Cloud applications 

RISE With SAP & Ecosystem 
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SAP Business AI fundamentally changes the way in which companies operate

ReliableRelevant Responsible

Real business results

Uniquely reliable AI trained on the

industry's broadest business data sets.

The most relevant AI delivered in 

the context of your business processes.

AI built on leading ethics

and data privacy standards.
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vielen Dank!

Thank you!
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